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What evidence does OHDSI seek to generate from 
observational data?

• Clinical characterization 임상특성확인

– Natural history 질병자연사: Who are the patients who have diabetes? Among those patients, who takes metformin?

– Quality improvement 의료질관리: What proportion of patients with diabetes experience disease-related complications?

• Patient-level prediction 환자수준예측 (인공지능)

– Precision medicine 정밀의료: Given everything you know about me and my medical history, if I start taking metformin, 

what is the chance that I am going to have lactic acidosis in the next year?

– Disease interception 선제적질병예방: Given everything you know about me, what is the chance I will develop diabetes?

• Population-level estimation 인구수준추정 (역학연구)

– Safety surveillance 안정성감시: Does metformin cause lactic acidosis?

– Comparative effectiveness 비교효과연구: Does metformin cause lactic acidosis more than glyburide?

– Pragmatic clinical trial 실용적임상시험
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Causal inference

• Causal inference: Can the alternative 
treatment change the clinical outcome of 
the patient?

• For the observational data, the core 
question is how to get the counterfactual 
outcome. This is challenging for two 
reasons
– 1. We only observe the factual outcome and 

never the counterfactual outcomes

– 2. Treatments are typically not assigned at 
random in observational data

Hernán, J Epidemiol Community Health, 2004
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Most Published Research findings 
are False

5Ioannidis, et al.,  “Why Most Published Research Findings Are False.” PLoS Medicine, 2005



Published observational study results
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Published observational study results
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Effect size

Suspicious cutoff at p=0.05
• Publication bias (leads to false positives)
• P-hacking (leads to false positives)
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MJ Schuemie et al., JAMIA, 2020



Principles of the LEGEND initiatives

1. LEGEND will generate evidence at a large scale.
2. Dissemination of the evidence will not depend on the estimated effects.
3. LEGEND will generate evidence using a prespecified analysis design.
4. LEGEND will generate evidence by consistently applying a systematic process across all 

research question.
5. LEGEND will generate evidence using best practices.
6. LEGEND will include empirical evaluation through the use of control questions.
7. LEGEND will generate evidence using open-source software that is freely available to 

all.
8. LEGEND will not be used to evaluate new methods.
9. LEGEND will generate evidence across a network of multiple databases.
10.LEGEND will maintain data confidentiality; patient-level data will not be shared 

between sites in the network.

8MJ Schuemie et al., JAMIA, 2020



LEGEND: comparative effectiveness and safety of first-
line antihypertensive drug classses

9Suchard, et al.,Lancet 2019



Critical design elements

• State-of-the-art study design is imperative for minimizing the 
potential for bias when using large health care databases

• Critical design elements include:

– Pre-specification of study design

– New-user design (begin follow-up at treatment initiation)

– Active-comparator

– Empirical equipoise

– Falsification endpoints (Negative controls)

– Diverse analyses / Multiple databases
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What do epi studies currently look like?
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Data set

Paper



A journey from data set to paper
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Most epidemiologists view a study as a journey from data set to paper.
- The protocol might be your map
- You will come across obstacles that you will have to overcome
- Several steps will require manual intervention
- In the end, it will be impossible to retrace your exact steps



p-Hacking

14https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/p-hacking/



What should OHDSI studies look like?
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A study should be like a pipeline
- A fully automated process from database to paper
- ‘Performing a study’ = building the pipeline

Database Paper
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New-user cohort design

• Prevalent user related bias

– Occurred when allowing participants to enter the cohort at some time after 
treatment initiation

– Example: Nurses’ Health Study (HRT decreased risk of major coronary heart disease in observational study; 

Grodstein F et al. N Engl J Med 1996; Manson JE et al. N Engl J Med 2003; Hernan et al. Epidemiology 2008)

– Can be eliminated in new-user cohort design

• Immortal time bias

– When treatment is defined based on some future event and the period of follow-up 
prior to treatment initiation is inappropriately classified as ‘treated’

– To avoid: new-user study design whenever possible and avoiding the use of future 
information to define cohorts (analyses the data as they are collected, ie. 
Prospectively)
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New-user cohort design

• New-user design

– identifies all patients initiating specific treatment in a defined 
population after a certain length of time free of the treatment 
(washout period), and follows this patient cohort for endpoints from 
the time of treatment initiation

– solves issues of comparability between prevalent users and non-users

– New users do not necessarily need to be drug naiive: they are only 
required to be naiive for the treatments compared during the wash-out 
period (eg, one year)
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20Lévesque et al., BMJ 2010
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Active comparator-New User

• Identifying initiators of the drug of interest and initiators of an alternative treatment for the same 
indication. 

• Restricting both cohorts to patients with the same indication for treatment and without 
contraindications (Lund et al., Curr Epidemiol Rep 2015)

22Sturmer et al., Rheumatology 2020
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Assessment of systematic error by using falsification 
endpoints

25SCYou et al., JAMA, 2020



26Schuemie et al., Statistics in Medicine, 2014
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Empirical equipoise

• To identify a setting of strong, observed similarity in the kinds of 
patients receiving two regimens

• Equipoise: a balance of opinion in the treating community about 
what really might be the best treatment for a given class of patients

• Empirical equipoise differs from true equipoise in that the balance 
of prescriber’s actions is taken as the measure of preference rather 
than their opinions

28Walker et al., Comparative Effectiveness Research, 2013



Empirical equipoise: Preference score

• Preference score
– patients with preference scores of 0 or 1 receive Treatment A either never or 

always, respectively
– intermediate values of the preference score reflect the proportion of patients 

who would be expected to receive Treatment A rather than Treatment B, 
under the circumstance that Treatment A and Treatment B had equal market 
share

– Accept drug pairs as emerging from empirical equipoise if at least half of the 
dispensings of each of the drugs are to patients with a preference score of 
between 0.3 and 0.7
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F: preference score of treatment A
S: propensity score of treatment A
P: Fraction of persons receiving treatment A



Example of empirical equipoise

30Walker et al., Comparative Effectiveness Research, 2013

>50% should be between 0.3-0.7



Insufficient overlap between propensity score 
distributions

31Desai and Franklin, BMJ, 2019



Example of empirical equipoise

32SCYou et al. (Revision)



Example of empirical equipoise

33SCYou et al. (Revision)
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Why OHDSI: Distribution of possible results from one 
hypothesis
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Why OHDSI: Distribution of possible results from one 
hypothesis
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Why OHDSI: Distribution of possible results from one 
hypothesis
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Using multiple databases

39SC You et al., JAMA, 2020



Sensitivity analyses using diverse methods

40SC You et al., JAMA, 2020
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Recommended paper
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Recommended book
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My first OHDSI study
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The OHDSI collaborative research has been 
published in JAMA



The results of OHDSI study
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The results of OHDSI study
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Strength in our methodology

• Reproducibility

• Pre-specification of statistical analytic plan

• Active Comparator, New-User cohort design

• Using three large databases from US and Korea

• Large-scale propensity score model

• 96 Negative controls (Falsification endpoint)

• Large set of sensitivity analyses (144 analyses for one outcome)
– 1:1 PS matching / variable-ratio PS matching / PS stratification

– Diverse time windows

– Narrow outcome definitions
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Editorial of JAMA
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